
 

Senior UI Developer/Architect 

Location: Bangalore, India || Experience: 6+ years 

 

POSITION OVERVIEW 

The UI Architect and/or a Senior UI Developer will play a critical role in leading the innovation 

and growth of the Web UI platform for Company’s next generation IAM solutions 

 

WHAT YOU WILL DO 

 Design and develop user-friendly, reusable, intuitive, innovative and a feel of next-

generation User Interface 

 Translate the UI/UX design wireframes to codes that will produce visual elements of 

the application 

 Design the UI framework, modular and it’s API interfaces 

 Design the technical architecture of UI portal framework along with pluggable modules 

 Lead and direct UI team of user experience designers and UI software engineers 

 Work closely with product management and usability experts to be able to present a 

compelling user experience 

 Advocate for user-centric research 

 Ensure to guide process and technology adoption to assure apt QA testing of User 

Interfaces application 

 Plan and execute usability evaluation along with testing across UI development stages 

 Recommend technology adoption, processes, software and other tools to support the 

business objectives pertinent to User Interface 

 

WHAT YOU SHOULD HAVE 

 Should have 6+ years of experience in design and delivery of Web UI Applications 

 3-5 years’ experience in React JS development 

 Should be proficient with React, TypeScript, JavaScript, RESTful services, jQuery and 

other frameworks like BlueprintJS, HTML5, CSS3, SCSS, Mixins & Bootstrap 

 Should have good understand of CSS/LSS/SASS in context of webpack builds 

 Should have experience with Javascript testing frameworks like Jest (unit tests), 

React-testing-library/enzyme for component testing 



 

 Nice to have experience working with React Hooks 

 Must identify and keep abreast of the evolving and emerging UI technology trends, 

developments and concepts 

 Must have prior hands-on experience in delivering highly scalable client-side 

applications 

 Nice to have understanding of elements of building front-end pipelines like Webpack, 

NPM, Semantic Versioning, Continuous Integration etc 

 

DESIRED 

 Experience with design and development of mobile applications is a plus 

 

If Interested Please Email Your RESUME With The FOLLOWING DETAILS – 

1. Complete Name 

2. Latest Organization 

3. Latest CTC 

4. Notice Period 

5. Expected CTC 

6. Current Location 

Resume@ExecutiveSelectionIndia.Com 

mailto:Resume@ExecutiveSelectionIndia.Com

